THE OTHER GEORGE STEPHENSON
Brendan Boyle
THIS ARTICLE was originally published in The Globe, December 2020. It is about
George Stephenson of the Stockton and Darlington Railway - but not the man you
first think of. This George was also a Northumbrian who rose from humble rural
beginnings and was celebrated for his work for the Company. His misfortune was
to share a name with the world's most famous engineer, leading to a continuing
confusion of identity.
We don't restrict ourselves to Mr Stephenson's biography, however - fascinating though
it is. We probe his much-repeated words to understand the Company's attitude to alcohol
and shed light on other parts of the Railway's history. Finally, we propose an inexpensive
solution to the identity muddle that would enhance the experience of visitors and the
knowledge of townspeople of Darlington's historic railway quarter.
A Street By Any Other Name
Darlington's two most impressive relics of the early Stockton and Darlington Railway are
the grade II* listed North Road Station (with its museum) and Skerne Bridge scheduled
monument. They are linked by McNay Street, with the stately, grade II, 1 & 2 McNay
Street (often known as the Goods Agent’s Offices) of 1840 abutting its north side.

Stephenson Street

Opposite the latter is a modest side street - Stephenson Street. Victorian-terraced on its
west side, if anyone pays any attention to it at all they will assume it was named after the
man who masterminded the building of the1825 Railway. End of interest. In fact, it was

named nearly fifty years later after another Stephenson - and another George at that.

1 & 2 McNay Street (1840 offices) overlooking Stephenson St

The background to its construction (and that of McNay Street) tells us something about
the evolution of the S&DR and the North Road area that might modestly enlighten visitors
(and residents) en-route between the major monuments. But first, the story of the second
George Stephenson and his rise from servant to become one of the most influential men
on the Stockton and Darlington Railway.
PART 1, GEORGE THE SECOND
The famous George Stephenson was born to poor parents in Wylam, south
Northumberland, in 1781. 'Our' George Stephenson was born 32 miles to the north in the
village of Glanton, near Wooler, on 19 December 1807. His name was misspelt
'Stevenson' in the baptismal record at Glanton Presbyterian church but the records for
his two older sisters and father were all given as 'Stephenson'. 1 His father James's
occupation was not recorded but James's family had lived in a farming hamlet south of
Glanton so he may have been an agricultural worker.2
Glanton was a Presbyterian village, the only church being of that religion and the village
school also having been founded by Presbyterians.3 The proximity of the village to
Scotland may explain the predominance of Presbyterianism. George presumably
attended the village school and his subsequent career suggests he received a sound
education. He was said to have remained a 'churchman' all his life. 4
Way Down South
George had found his way south to the Darlington area by the 1830s and in May 1834,

at the age of 26, he married 23-year old Ann Hadrick (or Hadderick) at Aycliffe.5 Ann's
father ran Aycliffe Mill. Unusually, unlike hundreds of others migrating from rural areas,
George did not come directly to work on the expanding Stockton and Darlington Railway
but was employed as a servant, according to the baptismal record for the couple's first
child, Mary, in 1835.6
His employee seems to have been Henry Pascoe Smith, a Cornish-born lawyer who had
just bought Hall Garth at nearby Coatham Mundeville.7 George's time as 'a man of all
work' was short, however, as Smith was a director of railway companies associated with
the S&DR, including the Great North of England and the Bishop Auckland & Weardale,
and he soon found George employment with the S&DR.

Hall Garth, Coatham Mundeville

From Rails to Desk
George's first railway job, later in 1835, was as a platelayer. 8 His talents were evidently
more desk-oriented, though, as by 1839 he was a clerk in the Company's Railway Coach
office in Darlington, in a position of modest seniority - a letter of complaint from a junior

colleague suggests that he could be overbearing.9
The June 1841 Census recorded George, still a clerk, by himself in one of five dwellings
(three occupied by railway families) at what the enumerator described as 'Railway
Station'. It is not clear which buildings these were as proposals to build North Road station
- which eventually incorporated a number of cottages - were not accepted by the
Company before August 1841.10
That same Census night Ann and the couple's by-then two young children were recorded
staying with her parents at Brafferton Mill. They seem to have been visiting as the second
child, John Henry, had been baptised in Darlington just 11 days earlier. 11
George and Ann's next two children were also baptised in Darlington, at St Cuthbert's in
1843 and 1846, and George was still recorded by the parish as a 'clerk in the railway
office'.12
By March 1847, however, a directory was describing him as a 'superintendent' for the
railway.13 And the family's home was now said to be 'Railway Cottage' - a large detached
property in its own grounds just north of the railway on North Road, so his post was
clearly regarded as a senior managerial one.
A year later, at the age of 39, he was
listed in another directory as 'station
master'.14 The rise from humble
platelayer within 13 years would
have been down to his managerial
abilities - but the fact that his
mentor, Henry Pascoe Smith, had in
1845 been appointed to the
management committee of the
S&DR Company would have done
him no harm.15 The 1851 Census
confirmed his occupation as station
master and his abode as Railway
Cottage.

George Stephenson

Some historians when describing
George refer to him, rather
demeaningly, as 'a station master at
North Road', as if that was the
height of his career. In fact, he only
occupied that post for a handful of
years, continuing his upward
progression by being promoted
soon to the role of passenger
superintendent. Then in 1854 he
succeeded to responsibility also for
the Railway's goods movements.16
In other words he became the

manager of both goods and passenger traffic for the whole S&DR network. His office
remained at North Road station - the heart of the S&DR - and his home at nearby Railway
Cottage.

PART 2, THE LETTER
It was in the role of manager of goods and passengers that George emerged in 1860
from behind his desk to make a very public contribution to the national debate on
temperance and the prohibition of alcohol. He had been asked by the grandson of the
'father of the railways' Edward Pease - also called Edward, this one just 26 years old for his views on the sale of drink at railway stations. Young Pease was greatly interested
in the temperance cause, which had spread from America to Britain by the mid-century
(the earliest UK temperance societies being apparently inspired by a Presbyterian
minister), and Stephenson was happy to set out his knowledge of the evolving policies
of the S&DR in a letter which Pease forwarded to The Times and copied to other
newspapers throughout the land.17
The letter, although long, is worth reciting in full: 18
'Stockton and Darlington Railway, Manager's-office,
Goods and Passenger Department, Darlington, Sept 6.
Dear Sir, - You ask for my opinion 'as to the effects of selling drink at Railway Stations'.
To this I can unhesitatingly reply, the effects are most pernicious. On this subject I can
speak from experience, for the Stockton and Darlington Railway Company, since I
became acquainted with it (twenty five years ago), has had a fair trial of both sides of the
question.
In the days of stage-coach travelling it was the universal custom to book passengers at
inns, and when the first railway was opened, the stations were not considered complete
without a portion of it being set apart for the sale of drink. Consequently full provision for
supplying this kind of 'refreshment' was made at every station on the line. This
arrangement, which was at first considered an absolute necessity, continued in force for
several years, and this gave us an ample opportunity of witnessing the effects of that side
of the question.
These effects may be summed up in a few words. The temptation to drink being placed
so prominently before the company's servants, led to habits of drinking among them, and,
consequently, neglect of duty. Porters were 'treated' by passengers and sometimes got
to think more of the drink than their work.
Cases of drunkenness occurred amongst passengers which would not if drink had not
been so easily obtainable. Delay of trains not infrequently happened in order to give
opportunities for obtaining this 'refreshment'. We had greater liability to accidents, which
were of too frequent occurrence, together with all the annoyance and inconvenience of
having men to do the work who were not always to be depended upon.
All these results being fully demonstrated by experience, led to the ultimate abolition of

drink from the railway stations. Although in a pecuniary point of view it appeared a
sacrifice, the duty to abolish the traffic became so apparent, that the directors could no
longer hesitate to make the change. It is now some years since this was done and I am
happy to say we never yet had cause to regret it.
There is not now a station on this, the oldest line in the kingdom, where intoxicating drinks
are sold, and I hope that this state of things will ever continue. I am not aware that any
other railway company has adopted this plan, but am satisfied that if all railway
companies were to do away with the sale of drink at their stations, they would be best
consulting the interests of the shareholders and the welfare of the travelling public.
There is no question but that much property and many valuable lives are annually
sacrificed through drink; and, therefore, everything that we can possibly do should be
done to lessen the facilities for obtaining it. I am every day more and more convinced
that, if we want to prevent drunkenness we must remove the temptation to drink out of
the way.
If a railway company allows drink to be sold at their stations, they ought not to be
surprised if some of the men occasionally get intoxicated and neglect their duty. And
when we consider that the slightest inattention of an engineman or guard, pointsman or
signalman, might be productive of the most fearful consequences, it seems impossible
to take too much precaution. By removing the temptation to drink as far away as possible,
we adopt one great means of keeping a sober set of men. That such has been the result
I am perfectly satisfied, and have no doubt that if all railway companies would follow the
example they would bear me out without exception.
I remain, Dear Sir, yours truly,
GEO. STEPHENSON'.
George must have been aware of Pease's intention to promulgate the letter in the cause
of temperance under the cloak of safety. As Pease said in his covering note to editors,
republishing it 'would probably have great weight with those who are officially or otherwise
concerned in the welfare of railway passengers and railway officials'.
Before scrutinising the letter, it is worth noting that although Edward was a Quaker, and
many Quakers in the mid-to-late 19th-century adopted a temperance position, that was
not always the case. 'Father of the railways' Edward, for instance, was said to be 'not
over partial to such causes as the total abstinence one', and beer and wine were 'always
provided' with his evening meal.19 Indeed, his wife was a brewer's daughter. The Quakerdominated management of the Railway had, in the 1820s, even built three inns and a
brewery - two of the inns still trading in 1860.20
So, what does the letter tell us?
a) The S&DR's Early 'Stations' Sold Alcohol
'When the first railway was opened, the stations were not considered complete without a
portion of it being set apart for the sale of drink. ... full provision ... was made at every
station on the line. This arrangement ... continued in force for several years.'

This is second-hand knowledge as George was not involved in the Railway until ten years
after it opened; there were also no such things at the outset as 'stations'. He is correct,
however, based on the history of Aycliffe Lane (see below), that when 'proto-stations'
were developed the sale of alcohol was indeed considered essential. So we can assume
that when the S&DR's 'cottages for the accommodation of Passengers and Parcels'
opened at Fighting Cocks and 'Yarm' (where Allen's West halt now stands) in November
1830, for instance, they would have had alcohol available for passengers.
The Manchester terminus of the Liverpool & Manchester Railway, which opened to
passengers on 15 September 1830, is often described as the world's first railway station
but the Stockton and Darlington line has a greater claim to the title for their 'house', as
the S&DR called it, at Aycliffe Lane. (The oldest part of the presently-vacant Locomotion
One pub at Heighington Station.)
This was built in 1827 and, after three applications and an appeal, was licensed on 20
October 1829. The tenant was already living at the premises so it could have opened to
the public within days.21 Known as the King's Arms,22 it was intended by the Company to
act as a de facto station, as they made clear at the 1829 appeal when describing it as
somewhere 'individuals travelling by railway coach' could wait and shelter and where the
'considerable passage of parcels and goods of every description on the railway' for the
area could be 'received and booked'.23 What it did not do is sell tickets as these did not
exist at the time, passengers simply paying drivers.
The S&DR's solicitor, Francis Mewburn, was challenged at the appeal as to why the
Company could not provide 'private receiving houses' other than via licensed premises.
He said it was 'unreasonable' to require the Company, after they had expended between
£200,000 and £300,000 on the railway, to be called upon to provide 'every
accommodation that the public might require'.24
In other words - no alcohol, no 'stations'.
b) Workers' and Passengers' Drinking was Conflated
'The temptation to drink being placed so prominently before the company's servants, led
to habits of drinking among them, and, consequently, neglect of duty. ... Cases of
drunkenness occurred amongst passengers which would not if drink had not been so
easily obtainable. Delay of trains not infrequently happened in order to give opportunities
for obtaining this 'refreshment'. We had greater liability to accidents.'
George conflates the different issues of drinking by railway 'servants' and that by
passengers. It is true that in the early years the Company were ambivalent to employees
consuming some alcohol on duty - water along many parts of the line was unfit to drink.
But from the start they were strict if the imbibing went too far:
• On 14 October 1825, when Thomas Close was contracted to run the first horse-drawn
passenger coach he was informed 'that the first time he is seen intoxicated he will be
dismissed & the sum due to him as Wages shall be forfeited'. 25
• On 24 October 1828, Jas. Stephenson (engineer George's younger brother?) was
fined £2 'for being intoxicated when going with his Engine on the 22nd inst'.26

• On 20 October 1829 at the licensing appeal, solicitor Mewburn stated that the
Company 'were very strict over the conduct of all of their servants on the whole line of
the rail-way, keeping a police-officer to preserve order and regularity amongst the
workmen (fining, under the powers of their act of parliament, such as infringed any of
their bye-laws) and inspecting the public houses already on the rail-way, to see that they
did not encourage the workmen'.27
It is understandable, for safety reasons, that a prohibitionist policy would have been
introduced eventually for on-duty employees, but the necessity to do so for passengers
at stations is not at all obvious. The country's other railways being addressed in George's
letter clearly did not consider it necessary ('I am not aware that any other railway
company has adopted this plan'). The most likely - and surely only possible - rationale
for the S&DR restriction is moralistic.
In other words, George's exhortation to other companies to ban drinking at stations was
a barely disguised evangelising - by himself and young Edward - of the temperance
agenda.
c) The Drinks Ban May Have Started at Aycliffe Lane
'All these results ... led to the ultimate abolition of drink from the railway stations ... It is
now some years since this was done.'
George doesn't say when drink was abolished from the S&DR's stations other than it was
'some years' before 1860. A Darlington amateur historian, Charles ('CP') Nicholson
writing in the early 1900s, said it was 'beginning with the early part of the Forties' when
'experience and temperance education led [the Company] to change their views'.28 Such
timing could explain the disappearance of the inn function from the 'house' at Aycliffe
Lane which the Company had worked long and hard to license.
The last reference to the Aycliffe Lane 'proto-station's' part-use as an inn was in April
1835 when the S&DR sought quotations to paint the Company's properties between
Aycliffe and Fighting Cocks.29 The building was listed in the specification as 'Aycliffe Lane
Inn'. (Its front door was to be painted grained oak.) The title suggests the Company had
no intention at that time of ending its use as an inn. By January 1840, however, the
Company's Minutes were calling the building 'Aycliffe Lane Station', and there cannot
have been an innkeeper-station master as 'the Gatekeeper at Aycliffe Lane' was required
to 'ticket the passengers'.30 The 1841 Census tended to confirm the absence of an inn
facility: it recorded a family in occupation at 'Railway House' - that of Matthew Stephenson
who had taken over the 'public house' in 1833 - but it made no mention of an inn and
Matthew's occupation was given as 'farmer'.
So, the sale of alcohol from this particular station appears to have ended in the late
1830s. Other stations will have soon followed suit. Company regulations issued on 28
March 1842 contain a suggestion that all may have ceased even by then as drinkdeprived train drivers were apparently having to seek 'refreshment' elsewhere gatekeepers were instructed, 'To report all Enginemen stopping at public houses, or
otherwise neglecting their duty'.31

Although Aycliffe Lane did not rely solely on travellers for its alcohol sales few
passengers would have been inconvenienced by the loss of the inn function. Coach
returns for spring 1840 show that just over 10 people a day departed from the
station.32 This minimal railway trade could have encouraged the Company to
introduce its prohibitionist policy there. Similarly, at some of its other small stations:
Fighting Cocks, for instance, recorded just 15 departing passengers a day in March
1841.33 The much busier stations at Darlington and Stockton would have involved
more contentious decisions.
PART 3, AFTER THE LETTER
George remained in the same senior managerial post for many years, its importance
increasing with the growth in the network and continuing after the amalgamation of the
S&DR with the North Eastern Railway Company (NER) in 1863. The amalgamation
agreement actually gave the S&DR management considerable independence for the first
ten years with George's job title becoming 'Goods and Traffic Manager of the Darlington
Section of the NER.34
His responsibilities extended a lot further than the original S&DR line: 'from Penrith in
Cumberland to Loftus-in-Cleveland ... it ramified into the very heart of the Northern coal
and iron fields. Besides ... the main line, he had under his control the Guisbrough,
Battersby, Richmond, Stanhope, Middleton, Benfieldside, and Tebay lines - making a total
of more than 200 miles'.35
September 1875 brought the 50th anniversary of the opening of the original line and a
reference, if not entirely accurate, to the Company's prohibition of alcohol. At the
celebratory banquet Henry Pease, Chairman of the Darlington Section, bragged about
the good safety record of the old S&DR ('clear of the blood of any one of Her Majesty's
subjects') and remarked that, 'How far the resolution not to sell spirituous liquors at any
of their stations ... had contributed to this, he had no right to argue' but it 'might go for
something'.36
The Middleton Years
During the 1860s old Railway Cottage was replaced on its North Road plot by a new
house for the Stephenson family, with the name Gloucester Villa. George continued to
cite this as his place of abode for Darlington elections until 1879 even though, some time
between spring 1871 and the beginning of 1873, he and his family moved to Castle Hill
in rural Middleton One Row.37 He appears to have retained the tenancy of the Villa not
only for voting eligibility (Middleton was outside the Borough) but as a home for his
youngest son, John Hadrick.
The move to the countryside may have been prompted by a desire for cleaner air. By the
early 1870s he had not only worked but lived alongside the increasingly smokey and dirty
railway for three decades. His health was certainly poor by the summer of 1878 as the
Northern Echo reported that he had been 'taken suddenly ill' for a few days with
'dangerous symptoms'.38 He recovered sufficiently to resume working and was a regular
commuter from Fighting Cocks station. Notwithstanding his illness, he clearly had no
intention of retiring from the Railway, even in his seventies - all public opportunities to
refer to him as 'retired' (including in the 1881 Census) being eschewed.

His illness caught up with him eventually, however, and
after lingering for seven months he died on 11 November
1881, aged 73. The Darlington & Stockton Times
recorded that 'For a long time the deceased gentlemen
had been suffering from chest infection, asthma and a
complication of diseases, which incapacitated him from
taking that active part in the duties of the world to which
he had, during a long life, been accustomed'.39 The
Northern Echo referred to lung disease.40
The nature of his fatal ailments prompt the question
feared by steam enthusiasts: did the coal-powered
railways that gave him such a long and successful career
contribute directly to his death?
PART 4, LIFE AND DEATH
The newspapers carried fulsome reports of George's life
story, his death and his funeral - a huge one even by
Stephenson's grave in West Victorian standards.41 He was clearly well-known and no
Cemetery
ordinary railway man, even in a town dominated by that
industry. His last journey saw the horse-drawn hearse
and family carriages travel the six miles from Middleton to Darlington's West Cemetery.
As it passed St John's church on the east side of town it was joined by 'many gentlemen,
together with a large number of carriages'.
The eulogies described him as 'the oldest railway manager in the world', with 'nearly half
a century of experience of railways' and 'the last of the officials connected with the famous
line in its early years'. 'The birth, growth, and development of the railway into its present
gigantic proportions' all coming 'within the compass of his lengthy life.'
As for his character, although 'with his ready tongue he could strike hard and sure' it was
'without personal animus'. And 'to the humblest and highest he was always the same. He
never passed a railway man without a pleasant, cheery word of recognition or pointed
inquiry as to his duties'. He 'rarely overlooked details, especially those affecting the safe
and efficient working of the railway'. 'Though never prominent in politics, he was always
on the Liberal side at the right time'.42
The respect in which he was held was evident in the funeral procession, described as
'one of the largest ever seen in Darlington':
'Every grade ... from director down to the humblest official was represented in its sad
line'. It included 'most of the leading inhabitants, railway officials, heads of departments,
and stationmasters on the different lines under Mr Stephenson's management. After the
superintendents of the railway police came the workmen from the carriage works of the
North-Eastern Railway, porters and signalmen, engineers, mineral and other railway
officials, passengers and goods agents, clerks and other departments, the management
office staff at Darlington, the principal officers of the company, district goods managers,
superintendents, &c., directors of the railway.'

Along the route:
'An immense mass of spectators had gathered to see the funeral, and as it passed
through the streets a total suspension of traffic and business took place. Most of the
tradesmen on the road had closed their shutters, a profound silence prevailed, broken
only by the melancholy sounds of the bell in the clock tower. The streets were lined all
the way to the outskirts of the town.'

Before the new streets: OS 1st ed 25-inch map surveyed 1855. N.B. Railway Cottage on North
Road.

PART 5, STEPHENSON STREET
McNay and Stephenson streets look old to us, but they were developed many years after
the S&DR opened. In fact, they date from when the Company was officially no more - the
mid-1870s. Until then, what became McNay Street was the line of the approach road to
the station from North Road; the land to its immediate south was undeveloped (see 1855
map).

After the new streets: OS 2nd ed, surveyed 1896 (reproduced from the 1898 OS 1:2500 map).

The lack of development in this area had become an anomaly by the 1870s, the built-up
area of Darlington having grown along North Road towards and beyond the station. The
railway operation itself was evolving after the
amalgamation with the NER - the coal depot, the
Darlington focus of the S&DR in 1825 - was vacated in
1871 and replaced at a more efficient main line location
east of Skerne Bridge.

Thomas Mac Nay

The land to the south of the staff offices of 1840 (the
'Good's Agent's Offices') presented a development
opportunity and in early 1873 the NER's land agent,
Robert Semple, submitted a plan for new streets there
to Darlington Town Council. He proposed that they be
named 'Mac Nay' and 'Stephenson' streets. The Streets
Committee approved his proposal on 2 April 1873.43
Detailed plans by individuals to build houses in
'Stephenson-street' were approved in 1874.44 These
must have been completed by autumn 1876 when the
council approved the provision of one street lamp in

each of the two new streets.45
'Mac Nay-street' commemorated Thomas Mac Nay. He had died, just 59, in 1869, after
twenty years as Secretary and General Manager of the S&DR. Previously he had been
secretary of associated branch-line companies (the Auckland and Weardale, Wear
Valley, and Middlesbrough and Redcar) and before then had worked from 1832 with
Timothy Hackworth at his railway works at New Shildon. Counting all of these spells
together, he had worked 37 years on the railways, mainly with companies subsequently
incorporated into the NER.46
Note the spelling of Thomas's surname, which was that used by the man himself but has been
consistently misspelt over the years. Already by 1896 the Ordnance Survey was spelling it
'MC. NAY'. By the OS of 1913-14 it was 'MC. NAY' and by 1954 'MC NAY'. Today the nameplates at the east end of the street have 'McNAY' on one side and 'McNAY' on the other. There
is no name-plate at all at the station end of the street. All in all a poor commemoration.

Signs of confusion?

It is usual to name streets after people who are dead but not uncommon to commemorate
the living, and George Stephenson was very much alive and employed by the NER in
1873. The company may have been anticipating his retirement, though, as he was 65
years old, and had moved home to Middleton-One Row (possibly showing signs of ill
health, and perhaps effectively semi-retired). He had by then worked for the S&DR and
NER for 38 years - longer than Mr Mac Nay had on the railways as a whole. Both men
had presumably worked in the 'Goods Agent's Offices' - directly overlooking the proposed
development site. So, all told, it seems perfectly appropriate to have named the second
new street after Mr Stephenson.
Some people will still prefer to believe it was named after the George S, but there is no
logical reason for this to have been the case at that time. 'George the first' was born in
1781 and died in 1848 so there could be no contrived anniversary justification. Moreover,
if the famous George was to be commemorated here, we might have expected Mac Nay
Street to instead have been named after another early railway worthy, such as Timothy
Hackworth.

PART 6, A PROPOSAL
Of course, all confusion would be removed if, as part of the build-up to the 200th
anniversary of the S&DR in 2025, explanatory name-plates could be erected - with brief
biographical details below the street name such as 'George Stephenson (1807-81),
worker and senior manager on the S&DR and NER 1835-1881'.
The same should be done for McNay Street: 'Thomas Mac Nay' (1810-69), 37 years on
the railways, Secretary & General Manager of the S&DR 1849-69'. And while that is being
done, please dear Borough Council, erect a name-plate at the west end of 'his' street to
help visitors follow the North Road quarter rail trail.
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